CORRIGENDUM

(1) In partial modification of ACP order no. 8, endorsement F.DE-3 (5)/ACP Cell/09/1230-1245 dt. 22/07/2009 granting 1st financial up gradation under MACP to Mr. Girish Babu, (ID-19911426) at S.No. 7, the name of school may be read as GSBV, Tilak Nagar No. 1 (1514005) in place of Tagore Garden, No.1 GGSSS (1515026).

(2) In partial modification of ACP order no. 4, endorsement F.DE-3 (5)/ACP Cell/09/661-809 dt. 22/07/2009 granting 1st financial up gradation under MACP to S.No 87 Mrs. Jasjeet Kaur, (ID-19990784) S.No. 88, Mrs. Rajni Gupta, (ID 19980559), S.No. 89 Mrs. Anita Jain, (ID 19930603) and S.No. 90 Mrs. Poonam Almadi (ID 19980477), the name of school may be read as GSKV, B-Block, Janak Puri, ND-58 (1514019) in place of Raghbir Nagar, J.J. Colony-G(Co-ed)SS(1515019)

(3) In partial modification of ACP order no. 6, endorsement F.DE-3 (5)/ACP Cell/09/1075-1134 dt. 22/07/2009 granting 3rd financial up gradation under MACP to S.No. 47 Mrs. Chander Mohini Bajaj (ID 19720567) is kept in abeyance till further orders as her 2nd up gradation case is yet to be decided by the DSC. along with other similar cases

Rest of the contents of these orders remains unchanged.

Dated 5/3/10

(Dr. K.S. Yadav)
DDE (West-A)